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Our Principal Ms. Jyoti Arora has been
awarded the Best District Principal's
award by the Science Olympiad
Foundation for the session 2019-20.
Out of 56,000 schools internationally
that participate in the SOF, only 20
Principals get this award and she is one
of them.
She has received a Trophy and citation.
DWPS has always aimed to soar high and today it
actually is flying high.
It gives immense pride and pleasure to share the
news that DWPS Noida Extension has secured
the FIRST rank in the Times School Survey
conducted recently.
The assimilation of blended learning coupled
with the myriad ways of honing a global outlook
and well-rounded personalities of our students
together with the ever growing collaborative
support of the parents, has enabled the
institution to create the niche.
We owe our gratefulness to all the well-wishers
who have helped in shaping the stature of the
school.
Let us all move together with more enthusiasm
to lead the school to greater heights.

No Pain, No Gain

Life is beautiful with a sound body and mind. In fact, "Physical fitness is a state of health and
well – being and, more specifically, the ability to perform aspects of sports, occupations and daily
activities".
Physical fitness can be achieved through proper nutrition, moderate to vigorous physical exercises
and sufficient rest. Delhi World Public School, Noida Extension, kicked started 'Fitness week' with
zest and zeal. Fitness Activities like race, gorilla jump, kangaroo jump, one leg walk and many more
activities were done virtually to make the students understand the importance of physical fitness.
Students of Primary classes loved and enjoyed these activities thoroughly. In the absence of outdoor
activities, this was indeed a hope against hope that everything is possible during this lockdown. And
it made them lace their sneakers, feel the rhythm of breaths and melody in their footsteps. As a
souvenir, Book marks with slogans on. Fitness were beautifully designed and it was an icing on the
cake.

As our school is celebrating National Nutrition Month, Dr. Meraj has visited Nursery Classes to
enlighten our tiny tots about the importance of health and nutrition.
He showed us the importance of Vitamins in our life and rich sources of Vitamins which increase our
immunity to fight with any virus. He has also emphasized on having food at home only. He concluded
the session with a proverb "A glass of milk every day keeps a Doctor away" as milk is the best source
of vitamins.

Hindi is the language of the heart because of which our words originate from the heart and reach
the heart. With the beauty and simplicity of its Devnagari script, the students of Delhi World Public
School, Noida Extension, garlanded Mother Hindi to show their love and dedication for the language.
The four day long Hindi Literary festival witnessed a myriad of activities like Hindi poetry session,
one minute talk, story session, etc. The fusion of activities culminated on 14th September adding a
unique flavor to the National Language. Falling in love with mother tongue gave them an
opportunity to break the shackles of language barriers and enjoy the freedom of expression. The
festival enabled them to remember our roots of tradition and culture.

With a significant shift in the educational set up, DWPS, Noida Extension has successfully
finished Term I with a journey of inspiration. During this lockdown, the school kept its spirit
high in imparting knowledge and learning ball rolling. As a mark of gratitude, 'Appreciation
Day' was celebrated with great zeal and fervour. Each and every child was appreciated for
his or her potential and blessed for future endeavours. The students were dressed in crazy
hairstyles to add flavour to the day. It was a transformation from a normal routine to frolic
mood. Maybe the school gates are closed not the high learning spirit in us.

Team School Scoop

A Sneak Peek
(in the month of Oct’20 )
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